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LL) Much attention has been paid in the literature to the

importance of orediccin7 reaciness for reading (Stauffer, 1969,

de Hirsch, 1966). Parents and cuucators aliko have felt that
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C.r) the grades (de Hirsch, 1969), and that if the children are not

properly identified at an early age, they may be too old to
(7:7,

be remediated when they are finally diagnosed.(Buktenica, 1971

Benton, 1962). It is for this reason that several studies have
(..-....0.)

been undertaken to devise testing procedures to locate poten-

tially learning disabled children at the kindergarten level,

when they are first available to the public schools for testing

(do Hirsch, 1966, Medvedeff, 1969, Landsman and Dillard, 1967).

Most of the tests which have been devised involve either a

school psychologist as the administrator, or trained teachers,

and require a long enough period of time to administer that

they are not practical for administration as a screening

procedure in most public schools.



The Checklist of Kindergarten Behaviors was devised as a

quick screening device which can be used by a teacher with

no previous training in either techniques of testing or in

diagnosis of learning disabilities. It is to be used as

a screening device to locate children who show behaviors

which may indicate they are potentially
academically disabled

and should be referred to the psychologist for further testing.

No attempt is made to determine the cause Oisiiature of the

potential disability. In the group of children in this study,

all of the children who failed to achieve at grade level by

the end of first grade in one or more areas were in fact

located by use of the Checklist.



REL!.T:9 1:ESY,A1:C1

The most c!xLensivf: stus,y into the early identification of

learnini; disabilities was that done by do Hirsch)et al (1966).

They studied 53 children in four visits over a period of three

years, starting when they were in kindergarten. Each child

was given 37 tc.cats_.in kindergarten and a profile was drawn

indicatini; his strengths and'weaknesses in the areas of

behavior patterning, motility patterning, gross motor patterning,

fine motor patterning, laterality, body image, auditory

perceptual patterning, receptive language, expressive language,

sentonce development, reading readiness tests, and style.

At the nd of first and second grades, the children were re-

tested for achieve4ont, and some of tho original tests wore

readministorcd so dovelopmental patterns would be noticed.

Sovoral patterns were noted in the children who later railed

in reading, and among the recommendations made is ono for a

transitional class between kindergarten and first grade.

The results of de Hirsch's study showed that IQ and family

background factors did not predict success at the and of

second grade. Most predictive of later behavior were tests of

hypordistractibility ,disinhibition, and hyperactivity, the test

of Pegboard Speed, and human-figure drawings. Also included

were the Bender Visuo-Motor Gestalt Test and oral language
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tests. -The b ^st predictor amen; the
expressive-languagn tests

was the Nrsnbr of Vh.rds Used in
a Story. Sevf:ral tests of read-

ing rue dine,;:; woro also prciictive, as was the ability to name

letters of the alrhabat. Ego strength and work attitude wore cor-

related with achievement toots.

The Evanston ERr1v Identification Scale (Landsman and Dillard,

1967) _is an at;,empt to dovisE: a faster, more general sarooning

test to kindergarten children. The test is based on the

lk.aw-A-Porson Test (Goodenough, 1963). It uses a more general

scoring system, giving points for parts which aro omitted.

Children aro then ansignod to groups on the basis of scores

thoy attain. They are considered to bo of high-risk, middlo-risk

and 1o1.-Jibk on this basib. In this study, 73 percent wore

correctly referred, and 97.5 percent wore correctly predicted to

pass. The children who fell in the'middlo range wore the ones

who could not be predicted to fail or succeed on the basis of

this test.

Medvedeff and Dearth (1969) used a questionnaire to

screen children for motor, perceptual, psychological and physical

dovelopilent. The also provided somo tasks for the child to

perform, calling for observations from the teacher on the method

of performance. They found significant differences between the

poiformance of achievers and non-achievers.
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In noth..,r study, Ecrindon And Jacohsen(1970) found that ti,c;

Tea:t and the EN:pniton Tdf,ntific,t:;en

vero the most reliable screening tool:3 for prrdicting

wIrich kindergarten children would fail in first grade and

saczcsted that kindcrg,trton teachers be taught to administer

both torts. Lowell (1971) found that most of the factors

comnpnly used in reading readiness tests wore not actually

predictive of success in reading, and that only one factor

currently used in readiness tests, ability to nor o tho letters,

should actually bo included in a test of this nature.

All of the research that has been done in this area has

concentraod on reading as the measure of achicvoinont in

first grade, and all of the tests that have been used have

required training for the teacher to use them, or a psych-

ologist to give them.
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1.;:,ThOD

Tho teacher-admini;ter:.i Check3ist of KILciten

h2vi G1 uas given to the teacher of a single kindergarten class

in a nidwestern public school in a middle-class suburban co:1-

munity. No child in the class was previously suspeted of

having any form of aeadclmic disability. There were coventoen

children in the class. Nine children wcro boys and eight wore

girls. The median ago at the time of the initial screening was

72 months, and the range was from 66 months to 86 months. The in-

itial screening was done in April of the kindergarten year. The

teach%- uas given the screening shoots and asked to use ono

for each child, to put the name, ago and sex of the child at

the top of the sheet, and to check any behavior which the child

exhibited in class. The teacher was not informed of the pur-

pose of the test, or of the results. The school was not

informed of the results ofthe screening, and none of the

children involved was given a special placement, further

testing, or any program of rcmediation during tho first

grade year. All the children were mixed with children from

other kindergarten classes in the same school in heterogeneous

first grade groupings.
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In May the teacher administered Metropolitan Reading Readiness

Tests to all the children as part of the school's regular testing

program, and all the scores were made available for inclusion in

this study.

In May of the first grade year, the same children were each

given the Wide Range Achievement Test. At this time, the median

age of the children was 84.6 moths with a range from 78 months

to 98 months. The results were analyzed to see whether the children

who-had received checks on the Checklist at the end of kin-

dergarten had in fact failed to achieve at or above grade level

by the end of first grade, and also to see whether any of the child-,

ren who were not predicted to fail in first grade had done so.

In October of the third grade year the same children were

given the Otis-Lennon Test of Mental Ability and the Comprehensive

Test of Basic Skills and again the results were made available for

this study and were analyzed to see whether the children who had

received checks on the Checklist in kindergarten had failed to

achieve at or above grade level by third grade, and whether any

of the children who had been predicted to pass were failing at that

time. By this time two of the children who had been predicted to

fail were in special education settings and for this reason their

test scores were not available for inclusion in the results.
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RESULTS

Table I presents the data related to the validity of the

screening procedures used.

TABLE I

SCREENING VALIDITY

Variable

Effectiveness

Efficiency

in%

82%

.87

The effectiveness of the procedure was perfect in this sample,

and the efficiency was 82 percent. The phi coefficient between

predicted success-failure and actual pass-failure was .87(p.01).

The point-biserial correlations between predicted success-

failure and selected subtest variables, including Metropolitan

Reading Readiness, and Wide Range Achievement, Test scores are

presented in Table II.

TABLE II

POINT -BISERIAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN :REDICTED
SUCCESS-FAILURE AND SELECTED SUBJECT VARIABLES

I rpbVariable
lysray/OMPYINNV V.11,091, ;id r.JAVatI,W,MbeeehAVYNIIM

Reading
Spelling
Arithmetic
Chronological Age

.6

.29

59
.0356

.01
n S

.01
ns

111/010.1*yr. *



All of the correlations were significant except those between

success-fail and chronological age, and between success-fail and

Metropolitan Reading Readiness Subtest Two.

Table III gives t-test comparison of Metropolitan and Wide

Range Achievement Test scores for the groups predicted for success

and failure. All of the correlations were significant except that

for Metropolitan Reading Readinees_AIblest Two.

TABLE III

T-TEST COMPARISONS OF TESTS
SCORES FOR GROUPS PREDICTED
FOR FAILURE AND SUCCESS

Toots Failure, i Success t P
II 1s t) ,i. ,.3._ ....f.,,..,t2,* ,....!

10.6 1.51) 13.8b 2.05 1 2.95 I .02
M 11R-1

...0.. ervi e MOP

1.86 1.14 i NS
......... -,...........--, rn...f»,.
1.68 2.90 1 .02

MR R- 2 10.4 #1.811 11.60
Volle .4,..0.~.(

M RR-3 I 8.2 12.94 ) 11.70
......"0, womAtor.r......1"!

MR11 11.2 3.11 14. 80
..~.111114_J. a W.W.I.. ILWIIIII4. , I VII et , . A, WIP044

1.17 1 3.27 1 .07
hr.s.11,11111110efta ,A10,"1.12SILLAt ,,V01"...a.C.

NOrt**11.44soz,na..e.....Vian04141.3:11a00.141Flar.:^1 rir I:WM ISPU4rAKAINMin.. 5 10 2.514 ) 19.60 1 2.01 I 7.76 1
t

----...... ..............................-Mar ...Va. 4.1.1.111.4 :.maso.:Jet4etseet c.2.44:41.11e414.148b:
*001

5.8 12. 94
1 11.50 69 I 14. 72 .002 I

M RR- 6

MRR tal )1 56.2
9.149 83.140 6.99 I 6.32 001

ty.x. OztaINSIMPV0V41, WileitAWAWN't

27.5 7.32148.45 110.97 4.14 .0U2
WHAT -1

8.20 30.90
1

14.10 2.37 .05
.1411143.4.4. SW?. J1,41.**VM t 0'4 ,,'".
3.66 23.36 1.62 14.148 .002

WRAT- 2 18.83
.4.6.4.0.416=24,

WR AT - 3 17.66
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CORRMATIONS BETWEEN CHRONOLOGICAL
AGE AND WIDE RANGE ACH I. a 'NT TEST
SCORES AND PREDICTED SUCCESS-FAILURE

,. .. .
,

Reading -.12 NS
Spelling -.01 NS
Arithmetic -.21 NS
Predicted success-

failure -.0356 NS

Table V gives the average achievement scores of the two groups at

the time of the testing in third grade. At this time.therewas.a mean

difference in stanines of three between the two groups.

"

TEST I STANINE PREDICTED PASS X STANINE PREDICTED FAIL

Otis-Lennon 5,701
4.33

Reading Vocab. 5.44 2.75

Lang.Mechanics 5.60 2.00

Arith.Comp. 5.30

----'

2.50

2.75Arith. Applic. 1 5.40

Refer. Materials NG NG

Reading Comp. 5.44 2.00

Lang. Express. 5.60 2.00

.
Arith. Concepts, 5.30 2.25

.
i

Study Skills 1 6.1 2.50

Graphic Nat'l 5.30 2.75



DISCUSSION

One of the oldest: problems in the field of learning disab-a

ilities has been that of detecting the problem early enough .

to undertake a successful program of renediation, and hopefully

early enough to avoid any feelings of failqre and the sul.-

sequent devolopmeni of emotional problems. Several tosts have

been deyelopcd for predicting or diagnosing learning prob-

lems, but all of than have required either special training or

considerable lengths of tins for administration. There has been

no quick way to got the child referred by tho kindergarten

teacher to the school psychologist.

The Checklist of Kindererten Enhaviors was developed to

fill this gap. It is designed to be administered quickly,

by a teacher with no special training. There, are no complicated

. instructions and.no clinical judgments to be made. The teacher

is asked to use one list for each child in the class, and to put

the name, age and sex on tho top of the page, then to check

any behavior that particular child exhibits in class. The papers

can then be collected by the office and used as referral

lists. The principal or psychologist sorts the papors, and

any child who has received a check mark can be referred for

further testing and evaluation. This eliminates the need for
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:lengthy au difficult psychological evalvAions for the entire

class. At the same time, there are several. month nn which

to test nrA elaluate tho children who have been referred, so

th;,t z).pprop,!iato Once:mt.:a and reedial pror-
. be

arranged. The Checklist hns boon written in s:ul:pAo non-tech-

nfLoal language so that teachers can nso it quickly and without

difficulty. No attempt is made to diagnose the type of problem

or its extent or complexity. This is tho purpose of tho more ex-

tensive psychological tests.

Because of tl.e developmental nature of the behaviors lited,

some ehildrel will be referred who do not later develop

academic difficulty, but these children should be sorted out

by the 7,oro extensive tests. This was the case with the one lit-

tle girl in this study who did achieve at grade level. After the

study was completed and results could be discussed with tho tea-

chers, her teacher said that she had great difficulty at the

beginning of the year, but had done well in the last few

months.

If more tims wore available, it would be desirable to

have another follow-up study after the same children have

reached the middle grades to see whether the samo children have

continued to have academic difficulties.
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The most significant rosult of this study is that none

i' 'passed" children had academic difficult5os in first

umle. It would not 1)o noarly as undesirable to test "extra"

chi3dren ::13 it would be to miss some children who later bccamo

academie failures. This should bocomo an easy effective

scroLning device for schools to use.
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